To provide a comprehensive quantitative model of contrast discrimination, we measured contrast discrimination functions at four mean luminances, four spatial frequencies, three phase relations between test and pedestal gratings, and two temporal frequencies for the test grating. The results confirm previous findings that the shape of the contrast discrimination function varies with three of these variables but is independent of luminance when each discrimination threshold is divided by the detection threshold for the test grating presented alone. The data in this 5-dimensional space can be described quantitatively if expressed in amplitudes instead of contrasts. The resulting model of visual amplitude sensitivity has seven parameters that are specific to a particular observer and are tied to identifiable visual properties. The "pedestal effect" and tests with the pedestal and test gratings out-of-phase can be explained by subthreshold summation but not stimulus uncertainty.
INTRODUCTION
By convention, the magnitude of luminance modulation is expressed by its contrast, i.e. by dividing the amplitude of modulation by the mean luminance or something approximating it. This serves to compensate for changes of sensitivity that are related to mean luminance and are expressed by Weber's law. It is true that under many circumstances human visual sensitivity is dependent on the contrast value but not on the absolute luminance distribution. Such invariance of contrast sensitivity renders objects easier to recognize under fluctuations of ambient illumination that can range over many orders of magnitude (Shapley & Enroth-Cugell, 1984) . Physiological results also show that responses of visual neurons are relatively unaffected by changes of mean luminance (e.g. Robson, 1975; Troy & Enroth-Cugell, 1993) .
On the other hand, contrast is a secondary variable, derived by dividing modulation amplitude by mean luminance. The use of contrast implies that the visual system cares only about the relative luminance distribution in a scene, not the absolute luminances, as Weber's law would predict. If Weber's law were strictly true, contrast sensitivity would be completely independent of mean luminance, and one could model visual sensitivity without specifying the mean luminance. However, visual performance does exhibit systematic changes *This paper was initially presented at the 1992 Annual Meeting of the Optical Society of America. tCenter for Visual Science and Department of Psychology, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627, U.S.A. :~To whom all correspondence should be addressed.
VR 35/1~(" with mean luminance, and scaling amplitude relative to mean luminance is therefore of questionable benefit. Excessive reliance on the derived variable, contrast, may have interfered with attempts to develop a comprehensive model that applies to contrast discrimination over several dimensions. Handling the deviations from Weber's law, for example, with a model based on contrast is awkward. We suggest here that, under some conditions, at least, it is better to preserve the two primary variables, modulation amplitude and mean luminance, as separate entities; and we show how a model based on these entities can faithfully represent visual sensitivity under a variety of conditions.
Here we test the applicability of a quantitative model derived from masking (Yang, Qi & Makous, in press) to contrast discrimination at varying mean luminance; i.e. we measured thresholds for test gratings at two temporal frequencies, superimposed on other gratings (called pedestals) that varied in mean luminance, amplitude, phase and spatial frequency.
METHOD
The counterphase modulated gratings are described by the equation:
s(x,y, t) = L[1 + Cp sin(2gfLy)
+ Ct sin(2go~t)sin(2~fLy + ~b)], (1)
where the luminance profile of the stimulus (s) is a function of space (x, y) and time (t), L is mean luminance; Cp and Ct are the contrasts of the pedestal and 1979 test gratings, respectively, and 4) is their phase difference; fL is spatial frequency, and co is temporal frequency. L varied in 3 equal log steps from 0.025 to 25 cd m 2; Cp varied in seven equal log steps from 0.002 to 0.5; fL was 0.8, 2, 6 and 12 c/deg; co was 0.5 Hz, except for one set of observations in which it was 4 Hz; and q5 was 0, ~/2 or ~ rad. Note that the amplitudes of the zero frequency component, test component, and pedestal component, which are important later in the paper, correspond respectively to the value of L, LC~, and LC v.
The stimuli were generated by a Pixar Image computer and presented on a video screen of 1024 by 1280 pixels, with 10 bits of grey level after linear correction. The pedestal filled the entire display of 10.4 by 13 deg, which was viewed at a distance of 1.5 m. The test grating was superimposed on the pedestal grating within a centered square field 5.2 deg on a side. Viewing was binocular, through corrective lenses and 2mm artificial pupils. (Hence, the luminances must be multiplied by ~ to get troland values.) The observers' heads were stabilized by a bite bar. Mean luminance was controlled by inserting neutral density filters of appropriate value in the front of the artificial pupils.
Thresholds were measured by two alternative temporal forced choice. Pedestal contrasts of the same value were grouped together in blocks of 30 trials, and the blocks randomized within a session. Mean luminance, spatial frequency, temporal frequency, and phase were fixed within a session and randomized between sessions. One observer (JY) replicated each condition eight times; the other (XQ), four times.
At the beginning of each block, the pedestal grating was presented with a fixation cross at its center for 30 sec to allow the observer to adapt to the pedestal pattern. The pedestal grating was continuously present and unchanging during the entire block of trials, both between and during trials. The observer initiated each trial, which consisted of two intervals of 1 sec each, with 0.4 sec in between. Each interval was demarcated by an auditory tone and absence of the fixation cross. The contrast of the test grating was either zero or followed the first half period of a 0.5 Hz sine-wave with a contrast determined by an adaptive procedure that searched for the stimulus that was correctly identified on 84% of the trials (Watson & Pelli, 1983) • Auditory signals informed the observer about the correctness of the preceding response.
LUMINANCE

Results
Figure 1 shows contrast discrimination functions for 2 c/deg gratings at four mean luminances. As pedestal contrast increases, contrast discrimination first decreases, passes through a minimum (the well-known dipper effect or pedestal effect), and then increases approximately linearly on this log-log plot. The observations at different luminances are well separated when the pedestal contrast is low, but the minimum of the curves shifts to lower pedestal contrasts as mean luminance increases.
Discussion
That contrast discrimination depends on luminance has been reported previously (e.g. Kohayakawa, 1972; Kulikowski, 1976) , and this dependence makes mean luminance a necessary a component of models of visual sensitivity. One way to deal with this complexity is to use contrast ratios. Several investigators (Legge, 1979; Burton, 1981 ; Bradley & Ohzawa, 1986) have shown that contrast discrimination functions are relatively invariant with respect to luminance when pedestal contrasts and threshold contrasts are rescaled by dividing each by their respective contrasts at their detection thresholds. Therefore, we have rescaled the data in Fig. 1 to form such contrast ratios and plotted the result in Fig. 2 . This scaling with respect to threshold contrast reduces the differences among the four curves to what can be attributed to noise. The rescaling was based on the assumption that the thresholds for the test grating and pedestal gratings were identical. As the two gratings differed in spatial and temporal properties, their thresholds must differ somewhat, but the close fit of the Log contrast ratio FIGURE 2. Contrast discrimination functions on a ratio plot. The data are from Fig. 1 Fig. 2 , which are similar to those of Bradley and Ohzawa (1986) , suggest that mean luminance is important only because it determines contrast threshold in the absence of masking, and they raise the possibility that differences in the shapes of contrast discrimination functions might be eradicated by plotting them as contrast ratios. However, the next section shows that use of contrast ratios does not necessarily produce contrast discrimination functions of the same shape. A further disadvantage of contrast ratios is that even under conditions where they do homogenize the shapes of the curves, such contrast ratios cannot be computed without assumptions about the thresholds on which they are based. It may be noted, for future reference, that any contrast ratio has a corresponding amplitude ratio, for the two ratios are mathematically identical.
SPATIAL FREQUENCY
Results
Contrast discrimination functions with pedestals of 0.8, 2 and 6 c/deg are shown in 
Discussion
These slopes are close to those reported by Legge (1979; , Kulikowski (1976) , and Bradley and Ohzawa (1986) ; and these results confirm several reports that the slope of the contrast discrimination function tends to increase with spatial frequency, both in humans (e.g. Carlson & Cohen, 1978; Legge, 1979; Kulikowski & Gorea, 1978) and animals (Smith, Harwerth, Levi & Boltz, 1982; Blake & Petrakis, 1984) . Log pedestal amplitude (td) Although absolute contrasts are plotted in Fig. 3 instead of the contrast ratios used in Fig. 2 , rescaling the contrasts and plotting them as contrast ratios can only shift the curves horizontally and vertically on these log-log plots, and such shifts cannot bring the slopes of the curves into agreement. Therefore, even though some investigators have presented contrast discrimination curves measured at different spatial frequencies as contrast ratios to unify them (Legge, 1979; Bradley & Ohzawa, 1986) , residual differences can be seen in the resulting curves, as the authors acknowledge, and the results of Fig. 3 show that contrast discrimination curves vary with spatial frequency, no matter how they are plotted. Hence, neither contrast nor contrast ratio is a fundamental variable in the sense that its effects are independent of other variables, such as spatial frequency.
AMPLITUDE DISCRIMINATION
As discussed in the Introduction, the main motive for dividing modulation amplitudes by mean luminance, and thereby introducing the concept of contrast, is to compensate for the effects of mean luminance. The preceding sections show that for stimuli of a single spatial frequency this works only after a correction that produces a contrast ratio, but that discrimination curves for different spatial frequencies differ from one another whether expressed as contrast or contrast ratio. Therefore, the main motive for using the concept is severely weakened. Moreover, its use complicates theory by confounding two variables, amplitude and mean luminance. It may be better to retain these two separate degrees of freedom by keeping them separate and combining their effects in the form that the data require.
2.0 c/deg It is noteworthy in these figures that to a good approximation, all thresholds above the minimum in each curve tend to approach a common envelope. Note that the slopes of the envelopes of these amplitude discrimination curves are close to identical at all spatial frequencies, unlike the slopes of the contrast discrimination curves of More important, on the lower envelope, all thresholds superimposed on detectable pedestals are uniquely determined by the amplitude of that pedestal. On this envelope, once one knows the amplitude of the pedestal of a given spatial frequency, one knows the amplitude threshold of the test grating, no matter what the mean luminance. This does not mean that the thresholds are exclusively determined by the pedestal amplitude, for other variables, such as spatial and temporal frequencies and amplitude of the zero frequency component, do affect thresholds. But the primary message of this paper is that the variable, amplitude, is necessary to determine the performance, and that the derived variable, contrast, does not suffice to do so.
It is clear from the figures that the thresholds on low amplitude pedestals do not have the simple characteristics of those on high amplitude pedestals. However, this divergence from simplicity can be captured by considering noise and zero frequency masking. The solid curves in the figures show the results of a model, elaborated below, that incorporates these considerations and takes amplitude as the input.
SPATIAL PHASE AND THE DIPPER EFFECT
Results
So far, all the data were measured with the test grating and pedestal gratings in phase. Fig. 4 ) resulting from tests with in-phase gratings under otherwise identical conditions. The solid curves are described in the Discussion. The data show that the shape of contrast sensitivity curve depends on the spatial phase difference between test and pedestal gratings.
Discussion
Spatial phase. When the test and the pedestal grating are out-of-phase, the stimulus in the test interval is simply a sine wave formed by the sum of pedestal and test grating. If the phase difference between the test and pedestal gratings is 90 deg, the amplitude (or contrast) of the summed gratings equals the square root of the sum of the squared amplitudes (A v and At, respectively) of the two gratings (x/A ~ +~so, the phase shifts by the amount, sin ~(At/x/A2p+A2t). The solid line in Fig. 6(a) shows how the thresholds shown by the dotted line would change if amplitude (or contrast) alone determined threshold and if the phase shift had no effect (thus, the solid line is determined, with no free parameters, by the fit of the dotted line to the data in Fig. 4) . Insofar as the data [represented by the squares in Fig. 6(a) ] and the solid line correspond, these thresholds depend only on the total amplitude of the grating formed by the superimposed test and pedestal gratings, and are independent of the shift. This independence means that the lateral shift of the composite grating that accompanies presentation of the test grating has no noticeable effect on detection here. These slow spatial shifts (0.5 Hz) were one-twelfth to one-fifth period (depending on pedestal amplitude) of the grating and were evidently too slow and too small to affect the contrast discrimination.
The dipper effect.
In experiments with pedestals, a threshold stimulus (i.e. a test grating correctly chosen on 84% of the trials) consists of the physical sum of the mask and the test grating, as discussed in the preceding paragraph. When the amplitude of the pedestal itself is well below threshold, we assume that it is the sum of the amplitudes of the two gratings that must reach threshold:
A v + A t = A *, rearranging terms:
where A * is a constant corresponding to the amplitude necessary for detection. However, by convention, threshold is considered to be the amplitude (or contrast) of the test grating, At, alone, even though the threshold stimulus consists, physically, of the sum of the test and pedestal grating.
As the amplitude of the pedestal increases, the amplitude of the in-phase test grating needed to bring their sum to the constant value, A *, decreases, as described by equation (3) As the amplitude of the pedestal goes above threshold its own, there is an increase in the amount by which it must be augmented by the superimposed test grating to make the augmentation detectable. This sequence of events produces what has been called the dipper effect, or pedestal effect visible in Figs 1-7. Insofar as the solid curves fit the data to the left of the minima in these curves, the subthreshold summation described above accounts for the dipper effect, as originally suggested by Kulikowski (1976) .
When the test grating and pedestal are rc rad out-ofphase with respect to one another, one can simply treat the amplitude of the pedestal, Ap, as negative. Then, as the amplitude of the pedestal increases, the amplitude of the out-of-phase test grating needed to bring their sum to threshold increases, as described by equation (3). Once the amplitude of the pedestal is above threshold, the only difference between conventional tests with in-phase gratings and these tests with out-of-phase gratings is that one is an increment threshold and the other a decrement threshold; as increment and decrement thresholds are of similar magnitude (e.g. Legge & Kersten, 1983) , thresholds for in-phase and out-of-phase gratings are similar. These relationships are shown in Fig. 6(b) . The solid line is computed from the dotted line, with no free parameters, on the basis of the reasoning above. The phenomenon shown by the solid line in Fig. 6 (b) has also been observed by Bowen and Cotten (1993) , who dubbed it the bumper effect.
TEMPORAL FREQUENCY
As mentioned above, the test gratings were slowly modulated according to the first half-period of a 0.5 Hz sine-wave, and the pedestal was steady. In this experiment, the temporal modulation of the test grating was increased to 4 Hz. The spatial frequency was 2 c/deg, and the luminance was 25 cd m 2. Figure 7 shows that threshold contrast for the test gratings of 4 Hz is higher than those for test gratings of 0.5 Hz when superimposed on subthreshold pedestals, and the reverse is true when the test grating is superimposed on suprathreshold pedestals: the curves cross at the threshold for the pedestal. The curves are the results of fitting the model described below.
Results
Discussion
The crossing of the curves for 4 and 0.5Hz test gratings shows that a steady pedestal interacts less effectively with a 4 Hz test grating than with a 0.5 Hz test grating, summing less well when it is subthreshold and masking less well when it is suprathreshold. Pantle (1983) reported similar results, although the spatial frequency of his pedestal grating was higher than that of the test grating.
MODEL
The data reported here show that the contrast discrimination function varies with every variable tested, and that it can be made invariant only under limited conditions by expressing it as a particular ratio of contrasts. We next take up models of these complex phenomena.
Current theories of the contrast discrimination (e.g. Wilson, 1980; Foley & Legge, 1981; Foley & Yang, 1991; Kontsevich & Tyler, 1993) concern mainly processing of relative luminance, i.e. contrast, and the range of variables they can handle is limited. For example, Wilson's model (1980) assumes normalization to contrast ratios at the outset, and does not handle changes of spatial frequency without changing the parameters of the model. Use of contrast ratios does simplify description of contrast discrimination, as shown in Fig. 2 , but it requires knowledge of the contrast detection threshold, which varies with mean luminance and spatial frequency (e.g. Van Nes & Bouman, 1967; Kelly, 1972; De Valois, Morgan & Snodderly, 1974) . Models such as Wilson's (1980) would certainly fit the curves observed here, (except for the data in which the test and pedestal are 7z rad out of phase), but a different set of parameters would be necessary for each temporal and spatial frequency, and for the different phases. The unique relationship between threshold and pedestal shown in Figs 4 and 5 prompts us take a different approach based on the Fourier components corresponding to total luminous flux and grating amplitudes. This is an extension of a model previously developed from masking experiments (Yang, Qi & Makous, 1995) .
Detection
The distribution of light in a sinusoidal grating of frequency fL can be expressed as:
where, L is the mean luminance, and A is the amplitude of the test frequency. In the frequency domain, this grating is represented by two points*: one is at 0 c/deg with amplitude L and the other at the test frequency, fL, with amplitude A [ Fig. 8(a) ]. This representation treats the mean luminance (L) in the same way as it treats the amplitude of modulation (A), i.e. both are treated as amplitude components of the incident light in the Fourier domain. It is axiomatic that spatial frequency channels span a finite range of frequencies. Consequently, a single frequency in the stimulus excites many channels. The resulting spread of excitation across spatial frequency channels can be idealized as shown in Fig. 8(b) . The height of the curve at a particular spatial *Exactly speaking, the grating contains three components at frequencies of -fL, 0 and fL. In our model, spatial frequency assumes a positive value on the assumption that the visual system does not distinguish positive from negative frequencies.
frequency represents the excitation of the channels with peak sensitivity at that frequency. Consider first a homogeneous field, which contains only the Fourier component at zero frequency. We assume that the sensitivity of channels tuned to very low frequencies extends to zero, so that the zero frequency component tends to excite them. The closer a channel's peak sensitivity is to zero frequency, the more it is excited by the zero frequency component, as shown by the lightly stippled area in Fig. 8(b) . When the stimulus contains a sinusoidal grating, a Fourier component appears at the frequency of the sinusoid, fE. Channels near that frequency are thus excited both by that Fourier component and also to some extent by the zero frequency component. Hence, each channel is excited by both Fourier components, and the sensitivity to the component at the frequency of the grating, fE, alone is masked somewhat by excitation by the zero frequency component. The lower the frequency of the grating, fE, the more the sensitivity to it is affected by the zero frequency component. This behavior is described by a nonlinear threshold-vs-amplitude relationship at a given spatial frequency, by analogy to the threshold-vsradiance curves in the spatial domain. By further considering the effect of noise and spatial filtering Yang et al. (in press) obtained an equation for the amplitude threshold:
for detecting gratings at varying frequency and mean luminance. There are four components in equation (5):
(1) The reciprocal of the exponential function, i.e. e ~IL, represents the visual spatial filtering that attenuates high frequency components, and ~ is the rate of the decay. (2) N refers to limits on sensitivity, labeled noise. It is the sum of two components: No, or intrinsic noise that is independent of luminance, spatial frequency and spatial phase; and noise that grows in proportion to the square root of luminance, an unknown part of which is the shot noise of photons. Hence:
where /3 is the constant of proportionality. (3) The spread of excitation by the zero frequency component across spatial frequencies, fE, is described by the expression,
• E+a 2
where the constants, ~/0 and a0, determine, respectively, the strength and width of spread of the masking by the zero frequency component. The lower the frequency of the test grating, JE, the greater the masking effect. This contributes to the attenuation of low frequencies that gives contrast sensitivity curves bandpass shape. (4) The parameter, 7, is an empirical constant that describes the asymptotic slope of the threshold-vsamplitude function on log-log axes; if Weber's law holds, ? is unity.
Discrimination
When a pedestal is present, it adds another source of masking to that from the zero frequency component, as shown by the lightly stippled bars and areas of Fig. 9 . We assume that excitation by the pedestal likewise spreads to channels with peak sensitivities at nearby frequencies, and that the excitation by the zero frequency component, pedestal, and test grating sum, as shown in Fig. 9(b) . By introducing pedestal masking and subthreshold summation, equation (5) can be modified to give the amplitude threshold for contrast discrimination:
Here, A~h is the threshold amplitude, and there are two expressions, p and Ep, not shown in equation (5):
(1) The excitation and consequent masking by the pedestal is described by the expression: Ep = ~f~.2 Ape ~li_.
Here, Ap is the pedestal amplitude; t/is the strength coefficient for pedestal masking; the expression, f[..2, reflects the empirical finding that the masking strength increases with spatial frequency (Yang et al., in press); and e ~ti~ reflects attenuation of the pedestal by the same low pass property of the visual system that attenuates the test grating [cf. equation (5) where A* is the amplitude of the pedestal at its threshold for detection, as determined by equations (8) and (9), when no pedestal is present (i.e. Ap = 0, which makes p = 0 no matter what the value of A*). This expression, which has no free parameters, simply allows a smooth transition between values where the pedestal and test gratings sum arithmetically (after spatial filtering) and where the pedestal is suprathreshold (i.e. Ap > A *).
In equations (8)-(10), there are a total of seven free parameters, which relate to basic properties of the visual system: c~ = the decay constant of the low pass filter No and/3 = coefficients for intrinsic noise and lightrelated noise, respectively
Spatial frequency The derivation, rationale, and meaning of these parameters are laid out in more detail by Yang et al. (1995) .
These parameters are determined by optimizing the fit between the model and the experimental data. Use of a single set of seven free parameters for each observer allows description of the results of all variations in the four dimensions of luminance, spatial frequency, pedestal contrast, and relative phase of pedestal and test gratings. The parameters that fit the data for these two observers are shown in Table 1 . The adequacy of the model, of course, is judged by the correspondence between the theoretical curves and the data points shown in Figs 4 and 5. At present, this is the only model we know of that fits this range of data with a single set of parameters for each observer.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Model justification
The model assumes certain analogies between the spatial frequency domain and the space domain. There are two components behind this assumption. One is the appropriateness of operating in the frequency domain; this is well established in vision and hardly requires more justification. The other is the analogy between thresholdvs-intensity functions and threshold-vs-amplitude functions, and the assumption that they can both be described by the same function (Legge & Kersten, 1983) . Support for this assumption lies in an experiment by Whittle (1986) , in which increment thresholds were measured on pedestal spots that were in turn superimposed on backgrounds of varying luminance. The background raised thresholds on pedestals of low luminance, but thresholds superimposed on pedestals of high luminance had a common lower envelope. Grating discrimination is the analog of these experiments in the frequency domain, and it shows the same features (Figs 4 and 5) . The similarity of the phenomena encourages us to use here a threshold-vs-amplitude function that serves for the spatial domain (e.g. Chen & Makous, 1989) .
The model also makes the unconventional assumption that low frequencies are masked by the Fourier component that all gratings have at zero frequency. The justification for this has been made in Yang and Makous (1994) and Yang et al. (1995) and will not be repeated here. In any case, simply as a descriptive tool, zero frequency masking faithfully captures the effect that mean luminance, expressed by the zero frequency component, has on sensitivity.
Slope and temporal effects
The slope of the amplitude discrimination function at high pedestal amplitudes varies with spatial frequency (see Fig. 3) ; however, 7, the slope of the threshold-vsamplitude function, takes but a single value in describing all the curves for a single observer in Figs 4 or 5. The variation with spatial frequency is mainly accounted for by the term, E0, which has greater effects at a lower than higher spatial frequencies. Note that the 7 values in Table 1 are much closer to unity than the slopes of the envelopes in Figs 4 and 5 (dotted lines) . Unlike the parameter, 7, the slopes in Figs 4 and 5 are affected by contributions from noise N and from the term E0 in equation (8).
The slope of the discrimination curve at suprathreshold contrast also varies with the temporal properties of the pedestal and the test (Kulikowski & Gorea, 1978; Legge, 1981) . It is often thought that the effects of changing temporal modulation are due to the independence of masking in a transient channel and a sustained channel (e.g. Kulikowski & Gorea, 1978; Pantle, 1983) , but there is at present no quantitative model for these channels. The model presented here attributes the effects of changing temporal modulation to two things: similarity of the test and pedestal (the greater the similarity the greater the masking), and differences in the attenuation of different temporal frequencies (the higher the frequency, the greater the attenuation).
We suppose that the effect of similarity is a general rule and therefore applicable to other situations. If decreasing the similarity between pedestal and test grating decreases masking, for example, then increasing their similarity should increase masking. One way to increase their similarity would be to gate the pedestal in synchrony with the test component instead of presenting it continuously as in the present experiment. Note that this approach provides an unambiguous prediction, whereas reference to the principles of adaptation leaves the outcome uncertain, for adaptation affects both pedestal and test grating.
The data presented here are not sufficient to establish the analytic relationship between the parameters of the model and temporal frequency. The solid smooth curve in Fig. 7 is equation (8) with the same set of parameters as those for the dotted curve except that the masking strengths, q and q0, were decreased by a factor of 4.02, and the noise, N, was increased by a factor of 2.55. The optimal parameters are also shown in Table 1 .
Implications of the dipper effect
The two leading explanations of the paradoxical enhancement of sensitivity caused by low contrast pedestals, i.e. the dipper effect, are based on stimulus uncertainty (Lasley & Cohn, 1981; Pelli, 1985) and a nonlinear transducer function (Nachmias & Sansbury, 1974; Wilson, 1980; Foley & Legge, 1981; Barlow, Kaushal, Hawken & Parker, 1987) . The idea based on stimulus uncertainty is that a pedestal helps the observer with cues about the properties of the test stimulus, which the pedestal resembles. There might be a range of contrasts over which the benefits of the added cues outweigh the desensitizing effects of the pedestal, and at those contrasts, thresholds might be lower than the absolute contrast threshold; these lowered thresholds, then, produce the dipper effect. However, the so-called bumper effect, reported here [ Fig. 6(b) ] and by Bowen and Cotten (1993) , cannot be explained by stimulus uncertainty, for an out-of-phase pedestal is just as informative as an in-phase pedestal, but it has the opposite effect. Other evidence against the uncertainty explanation of the dipper effect has been reported by Eskew, Stromeyer, Picotte and Kronauer (1991) .
A nonlinear transducer function can explain the dipper effect if the pedestal pushes the sum of the contrasts of the two gratings (test + pedestal) into a region where the relation between contrast and visual response has a higher slope, i.e. where a given change of amplitude causes larger changes of visual response. The limiting case of such a nonlinearity is a threshold. Use of a threshold to describe the dipper and bumper effects [Figs 6(a) and (b), respectively] is explained above, along with the data. As explained there, threshold theory accounts both for the divergence of the two curves when the pedestal is below threshold, and for their coincidence when the pedestal is above threshold. Analogous arguments apply if the transducer function has a smooth upward turn instead of the sharp discontinuity implied by a hard threshold. The model that fits the data here is essentially a threshold with such smoothing. However, as a threshold, even a smoothed threshold, is a small subset of all such positively accelerated transducer functions, it is more informative to call it a threshold than simply to refer to it according to its generic shape.
Amplitude vs contrast
The data reported here show that contrast discrimination varies with the independent variables of luminance, spatial frequency, relative phase and temporal frequency. The effects of luminance can be compensated by dividing all contrasts by the contrast threshold at that spatial and temporal frequency, but no quantitative theory describes the effects of all these variables on contrast discrimination.
Amplitude discrimination curves vary with the same independent variables. However, amplitude discrimination curves approach an asymptote where luminance is irrelevant, which obviates the need to measure or estimate a correction factor such as is needed to compute contrast ratios. A quantitative model is offered here that does describe the effects of these independent variables over their practical gamut by means of equations that are based on well established properties of the visual system and the novel concept of masking by the zero frequency component. Although this model can certainly be expressed in terms of contrast instead of amplitude, it introduces into the equations an unnecessary luminance term for which there is no rationale. The need for such a term makes the theory difficult to derive. This problem does not arise with the use of amplitude in place of contrast. A further advantage in the use of amplitude instead of contrast is that mean luminance, expressed as the amplitude of the Fourier component are zero frequency, has the same status as any other Fourier component; it has the same physical units and the same effect on the system. These advantages suggest that it may often be better to preserve the distinction between modulation amplitude and mean luminance instead of combining them to form contrast. Aside from the habit of usage, the main justification for use of contrast is Weber's law, which is at best an approximation that holds only under limited conditions. for serving as an observer. 
